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**TO RECIEVE A BORCHMAN HORN,
REFER TO CUT-OUT SECTION FOR COUPON!!

YEAR END SALE!!

Borchman Double Din

Leg Room LED

Pioneer 4250DVD

$420

$FO5R04 $FO3R02

$799

w/installation + 1 yr warranty

w/installation + 1 yr warranty

HKS INTAKE SYSTEM

LTA COMPLIANT EXHAUST

Tanabe

Spoon

HKS

JS Racing

HKS Suction Reloaded Air Intake System

CARBON FIBRE BONNET

0
$N5W2
ARDS

$750

O

Honda Civic CF Bonnet

Kia Forte/Koup CF Bonnet

$550
Toyota Vios CF Bonnet

Suzuki Sunline Bonnet

$888
Honda City CF Bonnet

$888

$550

Subaru ver.10 Varis CF Bonnet

Fit JS Racing

$888

$888

$888

Subaru ver.9 Varis CF Bonnet

Lancer EX CF Bonnet

$520

Voltex GT Wing

BODYKIT

$1WXAXRDXS

0
$N5W0
ARDS

ON

Honda Civic RR (PP)

O

Honda Fit Mugen

5
$N1W1
ARDS

RDS
ONWA

P MAX-POWER Enhancer
and Voltage Stabilizer
(with installation)

JS Racing C/F GT Wing

Hella Horn

ANY 3

FOR

Mit Lancer EX

$50
RDS

5
$E1
ACH

ONWA

ASE

Carbon Fibre
Gear Knob

$W7A0
RDS

Carbon Sticker

3A Car Mat

Strut Bars

Bride Pillow

Acrylic
Bubble
Gear
Knob

ON

$600
Sound Proofing

Customised ICE

$439

Solar Film

$A 4PA5IR

$120
60mm Pro Sport /
Depo Racing

Window Visor

PURCH

O

Suzuki Swift

$W9ITH.9AN0Y

$80

$50

RDS
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O

Perfumes

0
$N5W0
ARDS

O

Mit. Lancer CS3 Bottom Line

Spring Stiffener
Spring Stiffener
Sizes A, B, C, D, E, F, B+ Sizes A, B, C, D, E, F, B+
(with Installation)
(with Installation)

Car Battery

0
$N5W0
ARDS

$180

0
$N9W0
ARDS
O

$50
RDS
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0
$N1W2
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$A2C8AR0
In Car Entertainment

$FO3R81

O

Wipers

Curtain

$A 4PA2IR

Spy Alarm

$38
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Nothing but

the truth

In every industry, myth-making is a
powerful business: it’s all about selling
the hype and building it into a tide
of tsunami proportions, regardless of
the facts to back it up. As long as the
rest of the herd believes in it, you can
expect success to arrive shortly in a
big way. So really, the key is in getting
it through to the right audience.
Modification of cars should be an
enjoyable pastime. And the so-called
veterans who have had years of
experimenting should be educating
‘newbies’ rather than pushing any
agenda. Only with education can
newcomers to the age old art of
modification appreciate the mods
for what they are, rather than only
purchasing them based solely on
what other claim is good without
actually knowing what it does.
And with a paradigm shift occurring,
modification has moved into a whole
new age. Modding is no longer
just seen as something that makes
you go faster, or even look flashy.
It’s a lifestyle. We should not be too
concerned about what the mods
say about your lifestyle, but rather
what is in your car. Ultimately, as
we trudge forward on the path of
owning a perfect car that is done up
exactly the way we like, we should
always remember that modding is for
our personal enjoyment, and not a
competition.
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WHY WORRY NO ACCESSORIES & WORKSHOP

OPEN AT NIGHT?

OPEN DAILY INCLUDING PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

FROM 6PM - 3AM
SERVICING PACKAGES

$165

$176

MOTUL

HKS NA RACING

HKS TURBO RACING

$128

$128

FK MASSIMO

BIZOL

ENJOY EXPRESS

SERVICING

AT MOTEC WITH
JUST

$88

$138

$148

BLITZ 5W40

$118

X REV

HYPERTEC

HKS SUPER RESPONSE

ENOC

CLEAN
LUBRICATE
TOP-UP
• Air Filter • 4 Battery Terminal
• Battery Water
• Door Hinges
• Brake, Clutch, Power Steering Fluid
CHECK
• Radiator Coolant
• Air-con Belt & Fan Belt
• Windshield Washer System
• Handbrake, Horns & Wipers
• Indicators & Lighting
CHANGE
• Transmission & Axle Oil Level
• 4 Litres Engine Oil
• Tyres & Tyre Pressure
• Oil Filler (original or equivalent)

$7A0
RDS

$128

$128

$88

$108

PENNZOIL

AGIP

$128

Team Mote
c
VIOS PURPLE LED
UNDER CARRIAGE

CUSTOMISE AUDI-LOOK-ALIKE DAYLIGHT

ONW

White 1.5w Leg Room

LED Door light

Subaru Impreza Eyelid

FRONT GRILL & EYELID LED

Porsche LED Eyelid Honda S2000/GTR Daylight

LED LIGHTS

$50
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ONWA

0
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Suzuki Swift
T10 BULB

Lancer EX

Door Handle Lights

LED Lights (7 COLOURS)

LOTUS Tailamp

4TH BRAKE LIGHT

HID CONVERSION KIT (With 1year warranty with Installation)

$FR1EE9T9
10
BULB

Lotus T10 Bulb

Honda Civic FD2R 12K

Lexus IS 250

Audi A5 3.2 Coupe

Forte HID

Toyota Allion 8K
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EVENTS

Love is All

Around
Held at Stamford Tyres showroom along
Leng Kee Road, the media, partners
and invited guests were treated to a
sumptuous buffet spread as we sat
down for a media preview of local auteur
Wee Li Lin’s latest film, Forever.
With a screening of the trailer and a

Q & A session with Li Lin herself, the
gathered guests and media were
able to gain a first hand insight on
the underlying themes as well as thte
inspiration for her movie.
Do be sure to check it out in all Golden
Villages March 3rd 2011.

An Exclusive Q & A with Wee Li Lin:
Hey Lilin, thank you for taking the time
to speak to us.
Would you tell us how you got
your start in this industry and
how long you’ve been at it for?
I’ve been working in the industry for
almost fifteen years, I started out as
an assistant director at Mediacorp for
sitcoms such as Three Rooms, The
Donny Lee Show and PCK (season 2).
It was very hard work but great fun and
since I had no formal training in school,
I did some modules but my major was
skewed towards visual arts, it was an
excellent training ground in production
and working with actors.
After Mediacorp I freelanced and

that kind of character again (how does
one top Fatal Attraction!) so I thought to
use such an interesting character in a
romantic comedy setting and humanize
her eccentricities.

most of the projects I did as a freelancer
were rewarding and educational and I
met many talented and interesting
people in the process.

worked for different producers and
directors and began directing myself.
In fact every year since I started work
I would always take some time off to
make my own short film, it was my
way of keeping the fire going and my
creativity growing. But having said that

When you started making films,
were you trying to go for a specific
thing? Why movies?
I made my first short film when I was
20 in school and it clicked in me as
something I could really do and do well,
it encompassed all of my interests writing, art, photography and acting. I
also love movies (mostly feature length),
in fact I think I was partially raised
by movies! American movies to be
specific.
I would trawl the video library on
weekends or go the cinemas, even by
myself. I’ve always loved cinema and

the experience of being in a cinema. I
actually don’t watch much TV, especially
these days, though Television is at its
very best time now. I enjoy making
movies because I want to create my
own little world and create my own
little characters that mean something
to me and speak to me and hopefully
everyone else.
And it’s very hard work trying to create
your own little world on screen (be it a
short or long film) and it requires much
tenacity and passion that luckily ive
inherited from my dad and mum, Kok
Wah and Dawn who run Stamford
Tyres.
What brought you to the idea of
the subject in your movie?
I actually met a real woman who was a
client on a project I was directing and
writing and she was working towards
building marriage and romance in
Singapore but was in fact anti romance
and a stalker! I was
quite
shocked
by
the contradiction her
character presented
and felt it would make
for an interesting movie
character.

So in FOREVER, Joey is not anti
romance but in fact, too pro romance
and that’s why her stalker tendencies
flare up. I hope I managed to create
something different and enjoyable.
What are your feelings about a
screening, what your piece brings
out in people. What are your
thoughts?
Aside from the performances, music
and visuals which I think are of the
highest quality, I hope people will
leave the theatre thinking they’ve
seen an eccentric, lovable but also
tragic character in Joey whom they
can continue to think about long after
the film, and this goes for the others
characters like Gin, Cecilia and the rest
of the supporting cast.
I tried to make them as interesting and
fun as possible. I believe a film should
also continue to live once the audiences
leave the cinema and keep them in
thought and discussion, I hope my film
can do that.

However, the real
person was more like
Glenn Close in FATAL
ATTRACTION and I
didn’t want to make
that kind of film or show
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MODS

1. Sparkplugs

Designed to operate under
the most severe environment,
you can expect the most
out of the OWS Uber Power
Plasma Iridium Sparkplugs.
Tested in Germany to ensure
that it is tough enough to last
for 400,000km without the
need for any replacement.
Compared to ordinary single
iridium spark plugs which
have a lifespan of 50,000km,
the OWS Uber Power Iridium
lasts an astounding eight
times more, giving you more
value for money and quality.
OWS - 6452 3209

2. Elig SP Carbon

The SP Carbon is a high
performance sports version
brake pad that is designed
for both road and track use.
Made mostly of ceramic,
these brake pads are able to
dissipate heat well, ensuring
that performance is kept
strong even after repeated
braking. Also, thanks to its
rigid construction, the Elig
SP Carbon lasts longer and
doesn’t produce as much
dust , nor does it stick to
your wheels when compared
to other similar brake pads.
Blaze Trading – 6841 3724

3. Silvers’ Coilover

Designed to be a sports
comfort suspension, the
Neomax is Silver’s third
generation
suspension
system that promises the
highest level of sportiness
and comfort. With 24 levels
of dampening adjustability
to enable drivers to get the
best settings, the Neomax is
made from only the highest
quality materials like high
strength SAE9252 steel for its
cold-bent springs, urethane
bushing and a carbon
seamless steel mono-tube.
McWell – 6844 4640

4. 6-Pot Brake Kit

Designed to be a full
competition-spec brake kit,
VTTR’s 6-Pot Brake Kit is
as good as it gets when you
require effective stopping
capabilities. Consisting of
large lightweight two-piece
rotors that use an anodized,
duralumin
bell
housing
to prevent rusting and
scratching. Able to withstand
temperatures up to 900ºC,
the VTTR 6-Pot features
the finest quality Teflon lined
braided brake hoses for
maximum performance and
reliability. RTES – 6844 4644

5. S90

Designed specifically for
the Lancer CS3 model, this
S90 throttle body kit gives
you the ability to supply
as much air as your intake
manifold demands. Be it a
set of aftermarket cams,
supercharger,
nitrous
or
turbo, the S90 will deliver
even more horsepower. Made
from high quality AL6061
aluminium, the S90 features
a special billet throttle blade
and shaft that will increase
throttle response as well as
your acceleration.
Fabulous-X – 6841 9329

MODIFICATIONS 101

Go faster, Stop Quicker, Turn Better & Enjoy a Better performance overall with these products
6. Nu-Power

Give your engine a treatment
it’ll
never
forget
with
Gunk’s
Nu-Power
with
PTFE. Designed to reduce
friction and engine wear,
the Nu-Power also helps to
reduce engine temperature,
improves your fuel economy
and increases your torque,
all at the same time! With
a smoother engine, you’ll
reduce your operating costs
and save more on regular
maintanence. After all, a good
engine is one that works at it
best and remains happy.
Will Auto – 6298 1810
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7. Exhaust

Give your ride the sound it
deserves with this Mugen
Exhaust that features a unique
twin loop design. What this
does is it allows you an
increased torque and overall
power that comes out with a
unique sound to boot. Made
from SUS304 stainless steel
construction, this exhaust
is durable, long-lasting and
available for the following
models – Honda Accord,
CL7, Civic FD, FN2R, Edix,
CRV, Fit/Jazz, Integra DC5,
Odyssey, Stream and S2000.
KingCrimson – 6299 9239

8. Supersprint

Check out the latest LTAcompliant Supersprint exhaust
designed specially for the
Honda Civic FN2R. Built
specifically
around
the
Civic FN2R’s unique engine
characteristics and power
output,
this
Supersprint
exhaust has been specifically
tuned so that you can
enjoy the best possible
performance out of it, and to
make it even better, you’ll get
to enjoy an incredibly pleasing
aural boost whenever you put
the pedal to the metal.
Jeep Chee – 6745 4700

9. Mini 4-Pot Brake

Belonging
to
Nashin’s
N-Series, this 4-pot brake kit
is designed to meet all the
demands of daily driving and is
enhanced with more control,
feel and braking power. For
best results, choose from
Nashin’s range of brake pads
that come in Street, Sport,
Racing and Competition to
complement it. Treated with
a four-layer high temperature
resistant
coating,
these
4-Pot monobloc calipers
fit 330m/345mm rotors for
greater effectiveness.
Chuan Lee Hin – 6862 6818

10. Violence VSD IV

No more lagging behind at
traffic lights. Get rid of the
sluggishness in your car
with the VSD IV. Designed
to increase the voltage up
to 18V and to ensure an
even distribution of power
to related portions of your
car, the VSD IV comes
with a LED Voltage Display
device that allows you to see
the conditons at a glance.
Besides a better distribution,
you get to enjoy a slight
improvement in torque and
response as well fuel savings.
Sung Beng – 9272 4879

POWER UNLEASHED

They say that the Power is in the hands. We think the power is in the Head. The ECU is the brain that controls
how your car performs before any other enhancement. Most original stock cars are delivered by manufacturers
in standard mode below its true optimal performance. Our job is to help unleashed the power within.
Brought to you by professional Engineers and Tuners in Japan, the Hage Power ECU Tunemaster
series offers you the capability to do DUAL AFR and ETC (Electronic Throttle Control) tuning.
Experience the significant BHP gain and a lower FC in it, and the rest is in the Head.
Hage Distribution Pte Ltd
Blk 3015 Ubi Road 1 #02-234 (S) 408704 Tel: 8488 6998 Email: info@hage.com.sg
Authorised Dealers:
Audioedge Pro Shop Pte Ltd, 170 Yio Chu Kang Road S(545623) Tel: 6763 9442
48 Toh Guan Road East #01-111 Enterprise Hub S(608586) Tel: 6686 0968
GT Auto Sound Trading Pte Ltd, Blk 1069 Eunos Ave 5 #01-175 S(409748) Tel: 6280 6636
HagePower_240111.indd 1
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Feature Car

The Right Formula
How do you take something as classy as a Beemer and make it even better? Simple.
All you need is a good workshop and great vision.

A sleek and elegant interior that speaks volumes.

No messy wires here!

If you take a quick look on the roads,
chances are, you’ll find a nice BMW
zipping around. Or make that two. No,
make that more. In fact, Singapore’s
obsession with continental cars is
well-documented, and it just happens
that BMW have a special spot in most
of our hearts. .
It’s not really hard to see why. BMWs
are well-built, have great performance
and handling, and are generally
associated with the posh crowd. So
it’s kind of rare to find a BMW that has
gone through as much work as Eric
Pang’s E60 520. “It’s all about reliability
really. The 5-series is probably one of
the most reliable cars you can find out
there that is classy and comes with
sufficient power to boot,” explains
Eric. “But there’s really nothing wrong

with having more power and looking
better, is there?”
And with that approach in mind, Eric
set out to create a 5-series to call his
own. It’s pretty obvious that Eric is a
guy who knows what he wants, with
him deciding on what modifications
he wanted even before the car was
delivered. “Actually, all the parts
were already waiting in the workshop
before I even collected my car. That’s
how I prepared I was,” Eric enlightens
us. And for the modifications, Eric had
just two prerequisites – Outlook and
Performance.
This is probably why you’ll find that
this tastefully done up E60 520
sports a full Kerscher bodykit, with
large Breyton 20-inch rims, original

Muted colours enhances the sporty vibe

How low can you go?

M5 side-mirrors and boot lip, an AC
Schnitzer roof spoiler, as well as a
Remus quad-exhaust system, that
gives Eric’s Beemer a much more
aggressive and sporty look. “For me,
looks were the most important thing. I
wanted the car to look amazing. And
only when I was satisfied with how it
looked, did I start to look closely at
the performance aspect.”

it all to the good people at Sin Wee
Chuan and Espace, and my friends
for helping me and guiding me along
the way,” beams Eric. “Everything is
performing up to my expectations
and somehow or another, I don’t
know if it’s just my mind playing tricks,
but somehow or rather, it seems that
driving my 520 now just seems to be
simply divine!”

With an ECU reflash thrown in for
good measure, Eric found that his
car was now capable of performing
ever better. That and a host of other
performance parts added in to
this E60, help make driving all the
more fun. “With the tyres, the ‘low’
appearance of my BMW, you can tell
from a glance that this isn’t just any
other 520 on the roads. In fact, I owe

Pleased with the way his 520 has
turned out, Eric is already looking
forward on how to tame this beast
of his. “You know, with all the power
at my disposal, perhaps its time I
started looking at big brake kits. The
stock brakes do a fine job, but they
don’t look as nice,” Eric laughingly
explained.

Photographer Clement Tan / www.clemtan.com

Check out the Breytons!

Fast Facts: BMW E60 520
Specs

The 520 in its natural environment

Kerscher Full Bodykit, M5 Boot Lip, M5
Side Mirror, AC Schnitzer Roof Spoiler
Breyton 20-inch Rims, Advan Sports
tyre 275/30/20, Internal Silver Trimmings
Remus Quad Exhaust System, De-Cat,
BMC Air Filter, BC Coilover, Sprint
Booster, ECU Reflash, Lighten Crank
Pulley, Port & Polished Throttle Body,
Philips HID
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K&N Cotton Filter is the best way to filter dust particles
Thin layer of oil helps to
trap dust particles

Clean filtered air enters
Combustion Chamber
MAF
Sensor

Clean Air
Unfiltered Air

Dust Particles trapped by
K&N Filter
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PARTS

1. Floor Mat Plate

If you’re looking to enhance
the interior of your vehicle to
a sporty yet classy look, your
best bet would be with these
floor mat plates. Made from
lightweight aluminium, these
floor plates are Immune to
dirt, durable and stunning
in any weather, especially if
you’ve installed neon lighting
under the dashboard, these
mats will definitely leave all
your passengers amazed.
Also, cleaning is a cinch.
McWell – 6844 4640

2. H.O.D Bulb

H.O.D actually stands for High
Definition Olive Lamp, a new
generation of auto lighting
lamps that are much bigger
than the cylindrical shape of
Halogen lamps and possess
a penetration ability that
provides a better lighting no
matter the weather conditions.
With better convergence
effect, wide illumination range
(above 80m), the H.O.D bulb
is one addition that makes
driving safer.
Chuan Lee Hin – 6862 6818

3. Voltage Stabilizer
Featuring one of the largest
capacitors in the market,
D1 Spec’s Voltage Stabilizer
is one product that will
guarantee
a
noticeable
change in terms of driving
experience with increases
in both horsepower and fuel
economy. Not only does it
improve your performance,
but it also helps with the
aesthetic details like the
headlight brightness and the
sound of your car.
Fabulous-X – 6841 9329

4. Driving Lamp

Add some awesome styling
effects to your ride with the
Hella Black Magic Driving
Lamp.
Featuring
Hella’s
exclusive
Black
Optics
Technology, it creates a
striking all-black look when the
lamp is off. Flip on the switch
on to enjoy a super bright
and enhanced-focus beam
of light that will enable you
to navigate your way through
the night in style, regardless
of your surroundings .
Concorde – 6292 0087

5. M3 Fender

Give your Beemer a sporty
and much more aggressive
styling with this aluminium
M3 Fender. Designed with
only the most aggressive
and beautiful aerodynamics
in mind, this is one fender
that will not only make your
car look good, but perform
better on whole. Best of all,
M3 Fender is a durable piece
of addition that will definitely
make for a worthwhile
investment in the long run.
Miracle – 6468 3096

Gadgets & Gizmos

There's no point in having a powerful car if it doesn't have the right accessories to complement it.
6. Airbrush

Though you might be
tempted to try and add
some designs onto your car
with store-bought stencils,
general consensus is that
you’ll be biting off more than
you can chew, so why spend
unnecessary money on fixing
it. So why not head over to
Brushwerkz, the airbrush
specialists that will definitely
turn your car into a work of art
that’s definitely eye-catching
and stylish.
Brushwerkz – 9100 8582

7. Speedmaster MTX 2

Look the part of a racer even
in the comforts of your own
home or office. Designed
specially to please racing
enthusiasts, nothing can
possibly beat the feeling of
relaxing in a crafted bucket
seat covered in black leather
with racy white strips that
accentuate
its
sporting
heritage. Not to mention,
it functions perfectly well,
making it an awesome gift as
well to a fellow petrol head.
Miki Marketing – 6749 1996

8. Trane Battery

Based on the Swedish battery
AB technology, the Trane
battery features a totally new
plate grid design and thicker
plate frames that protect it
from excessive vibration.
Designed to be maintenancefree, electrolyte loss is reduced
by 90% and charge retention
is boosted by 300%. Thanks
to its ergonomic, user-friendly
designs,
Trane
batteries
makes for an excellent choice
to power your ride.
ADK – 6742 8275

9. GPS Tracker

Designed to blend in with any
interior, the MVT100 GPS
tracker is a waterproof quality
tracking device that can
enable you to track the realtime movement of your vehicle
or even a fleet of vehicles. With
features like Indoor tracking
via AGPS, SOS Alert, Engine
Cut all capable of running
through GPS, GSM or GPRS
communications, you’ll never
have to worry about where
your car is at.
Far East – 9626 9092

10. LED Bulbs

Designed to fit most vehicles,
the T10 LED and reverse
light bulb all work together to
give you the best view when
you need to park in the dark.
Producing a more intense
light that increases visibility
while
consuming
lesser
power than conventional
bulbs, these LED bulbs not
only last longer, but gives you
all the benefits of LED lighting
that you can hardly expect to
achieve from regular bulbs.
Motec – 6265 3558
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• Increase engine power
• Increase engine torque
• Improve throttle response
• Remove low-end lethargy
• Remove high-end breathlessness
• Remove engine flat-spot
• Reduce engine noise
• Reduce engine vibration
• Reduce turbo lag
• Enhanced overtaking power

We will change the way you drive!
The ONLY one of its kind in the world
Special Promotion!
$230
Free Installation,
Free Trial and Full Money
Backed-Guarantee.
Suitable for all petrol, diesel and CNG engines.

Testimonials

In early 2008, before I knew about E-Power System, for many months I’ve been looking for petrol saving devices for my old Kia Rio
1.4L MT. It is well known that this Kia model is reputed to have high consumption of petrol. I’m glad that I came across E-Power
System advertisement. I called Mr. Lim for an appointment and from that day on when Mr. Lim fixed the devices I’ve never looked
back! I like the response and power of my car. My most excited experience is that I’m able to beat all the Hyundai Sonata taxi in
friendly drag at the traffic lights and that the taxis are always way behind me.
Driving my Kia Rio 1.4L MT at stage II is just like driving a 2L car. Smooth, responsive, powerful, reduction in engine noise and of
course lots of improvement in my fuel consumption and drastic savings in petrol.Being a E-Power System user for 3 years, I’m still
calling Mr. Lim to fix devices on my new car Honda Fit 1.3L AT and with his new 3G devices I must say ‘WOW!’ Together with the 2G
devices these new ones are even more powerful hence petrol consumption on my Fit is so much improved on my already economical
Fit. The other thing I like about the E-Power System is that it allows me to upgrade the System when my budget permits. So what are
you waiting for? The trial is free! Give Mr. Lim a call and like me, I’m still smiling, you won’t regret it for sure! Thank You Mr.Lim for
showing me the E-Power System!
Mr. Burhan Bin Saleh - Auxiliary Police Officer / Email: ubi_dude@yahoo.com.sg

A very happy customer I am...... since Sept 2010..How selfish we human are by keeping the good stuffs to ourselves..... Not me. Please be
informed that I am a happy customer wish to share the information about my new joy ride everyday..... This happens when I browsed the net
and saw E-Power... what? Driving a 7.5 seconds 0-100km/hr MRS 2007, I called and had an appointment that last several minutes to install
the first step and.... wow wow 6.5 seconds shock!! Decided to add on some magic stage II discovery by this man called Mr Lim, my car is flying
smoothly... kinda exaggerating, but that’s how I feel... taking long route home because this system does safe your petrol too.
Mash Sarpowan Director of Precision Golf Academy.

Being a car owner, you must actually take care of your performance car parts. And taking good care of your car parts will surely save you from
spending on unnecessary expenses. I’m a very satisfied customer now on E-Power Systems. Got to know this E-Power System from one of the
month’s issue on automotive magazine. Searching the website and to know better, and i decided to make a call to Mr Lim for an appointment. I just
afford to have the basic installation, fix in and that’s the test drive begin. And that’s giving me a different feelings. In just three and a half months,
i’ve installed to stage III, it is nothing much i can describe but to thanks Mr Lim for his passion and experience. It’s really great to know the E-Power
Systems x Looking forward to upgrade till Stage 6...That’s my dreams!
Andy Chok Banquet Manager Fairmount Singapore Subaru Ts

Amazing pickup and fabulous power! Yet fuel saving. - Ms. YH Tan
My car runs like it is on steroids. The E-Power System is really a fantastic piece of innovation. So far I am getting 60 km more per full tank of fuel.
Cannot believe it at first, but now I am convinced. - Mr. Danny Ismail, PR Manager of Kelisa Club Singapore. The ONLY legal “plug and play”
device to help you use a lower octane fuel, save petrol and boost your power with the step of the accelerator! - Mr. Derrick Lee. Instant power
when you need it, its a whole new driving experience. Try it to believe!
Mr. Kelvin, President of Kelisa Club Singapore

Kia Rio 1.6L Manual - Mr. Aki Chief mechanic, Ricardo Auto Centre
“Being an automotive mechanic for 17 years, I’ve never came across a product that not only gives performance, but also fuel economy, better
throttle response, quieter engine and smoother gear shift! With so much surprises in improvement, nothing come close to the E-Power System!”
Mr. Aki (Chief mechanic, Ricardo Auto Centre) - Installed E-Power System on October 2007

Close-up of Ultrasonic Aircharger
in a Lamborghini Gallardo

E-Power System as installed
in a Lamborghini Gallardo

Scalar Ionic Charger

Scalar Wrap

Aero-Mesh

Ultrasonic Aircharger

For enquiry, appointments and on-site installation at your convenience:

E-mail: enquiry@epowersystem.com • Website : http://epowersystem.com
Telephone: 65-63001911 • Mobile Phone Number: 65-90011086
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TALK

Simply
The Best

World renowned auto-work maestro Perry Yem gives us a little insight on
how he has set a gold standard with his works of art!
What were you doing before
you started out in the body kit
business?
Well, I first started out illustrating comics
for about three to four years before I
got asked by a Hong Kong-based toy
company to join them. I was there for
a good six years before I started to
get tired of them. And coincidentally,
my wife happened to get me a Honda
S2000 for my birthday. It took me two
weeks of driving the S2000 around
before the idea struck me, “Hey, I’ve
been doing toys all this while, why not
jump into something bigger?”
The next thing I knew, I began cutting up
the car and working on it. I posted the
finished results on a forum and it was
there people took notice of me. I still
remember, at that point of time, I didn’t
even know much about composites.
Thinking about it in retrospect, I never
thought about going to work with toys
though the book was about cars. I’m
more intrigued by mechanical stuff,
like engines and stuff. And it’s been 15
years now. Wow.
What would you say makes the
body kits you design special?
To me, it’s basically like an art form.
The kits I design are what I like to call
a complete kit. All the kits I design are
meant to blend with the car and not
look like something that’s been added.

What is your work process like?
It's spontaneous really. For me, when I
see the car, I know exactly what I want
in my head. Unlike other designers who
prefer to use CAD and other special
computer equipment, I sculpt my
designs from scratch. That’s not to say
I don’t use CAD or other programs to
help me. It’s just that I dive right into the
car. It’s almost akin to how Renaissance
artists used to work. That’s what I’m
told. [Laughs]
What do you look out for when
designing?
Like I mentioned, the number one thing
I strive for when it comes to designing
a kit is that I want people to go “Hey, is
that a new model?” when they come
across it. I don’t like body kits to be
ticky-tacky. No, to put it clearly, I don’t
want my body kit to just be a body kit.
I want it to be like the concept cars you
see at shows the world over, the only
difference being that you can actually
own it, and not just stare at it lustfully!
Where do you get your inspiration
from?
For me, customer satisfaction is
paramount. I always ask the customer
precisely to find out what he or
she wants. Some like it a tad more
gentlemanly while others like it wild.
I don’t particular enjoy it when I’m done
with a kit and then the customer says

it’s too much or too little. I go from
anywhere actually.
As for my designs, I guess you could
say I’m pretty much inspired by insects
like wasps for example, and jet-fighters.
There’s just something about the
domination factor a jet-fighter like the
F-16 possesses that appeals to me. I
tend to combine both my inspiration
together and make it work.
What are the problems faced
when you’re working?
Just like any designer out there, there
are times I find myself sketching things
that look nice on paper, but don’t really
translate to the actual model. It’s not a
major issue really as I can work around
it.
If I happen to face any blocks, I
don’t force myself to think. When
that happens, I’ll disappear from the
workshop and take my bike out for a
quick ride to the beach. It’s like how
you can’t function well if you stay in a
place for too long. I’m usually able to
pick up once I’m back.
What defines a Perry Yem kit?
Wow. That’s kind of hard actually. I
guess, if I had to summarise it in one
word, I guess it would be exotic. Exotic
enough that you can derive art from it.
Doesn’t my work speak for itself.

Is there a preferred make of car
that you enjoy working on?
I wouldn’t say preferred, but I find myself
working mainly on European cars.
The higher-end stuff actually. Not that
I don’t do Japanese cars anymore. It
just happens that owners of continental
cars are approaching me more. I’m
game for any make actually.
What’s the one thing about your
S2000 that you like the most?
Well, the fact that it doesn’t just look
good I supposed. When I designed the
kit for my S2000, I built it to perform as
well. I don’t think there are a lot of body
kits out there that are actually designed
to help with appearance are there?
Having been in Singapore for a
month now, what do you think
about the local car scene?
You guys have a ton of rules, that’s for
sure! Back in the States, you can go as
wide as you want. No doubt it affects
what I do, as peravvsonally, I go with
the philosophy - the wider the better.
But I guess I’ll take it as a challenge.
As for tastes, apart from the rules, I’d
say the mix is about the same. What is
similar is the fact that people all want
to look different. It seems to me that
the owners of BMWs and Mercedes
Benzs’ know what they want while for
Japanese car owners, Honda owners
in particular, anything goes for them.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE

BRAKE TECHNOLOGY

For Road And Track 100% Asbestos Free
Advance Version
( S+ )

Sports Version
( SP Carbon )
INSTALLATIONS
AVAILABLE AT
OUR DEALERS’
WORKSHOP

• High Temperature Resistance
• Dissipate Heat Well
• Quieter & Lighter
• Comfort Upon Braking
• Reduced Wear & Tear Of The Brake Disc
• Environmental Friendly
• Complete Non-Asbestos
• Less Dust Produce And Doesn’t Stick To
The Wheels

Elig Ceramic Brake Pads are made from ceramic fibers, filler material, bonding agents and small amounts of copper fibers
within them, Because they’re mostly ceramic, these brake pads dissipate heat well, which keeps performance strong, even
after repeated hard braking. They also don’t break down very much with repeated use, that means they produce less dust
compare to other types of brake pads and the dust that they do produce is lighter in color and doesn’t stick to the wheels.

HIGH
PERFORMANCE OIL
KIC Ltd (Japan), Project µ worldwide distribution partner, now brings you, the enthusiast a high performance
engine oil which is track tested yet surprisingly affordable. Specially blended to KiC specs & requirements,
KiC High Performance Oil is manufactured by Japan’s premier performance oil manufacturer.

100% Synthetic

API SM

MADE IN JAPAN
BLAZE TRADING SERVICES

TEL: 6841 3724

• Hyper-U99i Ultra Viscosity Elastic Annex
(Additive Exclusive to ASIA), special additive
that coats all friction surfaces, providing a
protection layer which greatly reduces wear
& tear, enhancing engine performance due to
the “hot & humid” climate in Asia
• Excellent low temperature starts and cold
start protection
• High temperature stability
• Superb oil pressure for more power
• Low engine noise
• Engine Cleaning Additive based on API
requirements to meet automobile
manufactures standards
• Oil film retention
• Shear resistance & anti-friction properties
• The very same oil was used in the Project µ
race cars in the ATCS, Macau GP GUIA race
series and KiC/Flamez S13 Drift Car

EMAIL: SALESENQUIRY@BLAZE-TRADING.COM

AUTODIESEL TURBO FUEL
SYSTEMS PTE LTD

(The Only Authorised Denso Parts & Service Dealer In Singapore)

We Specialise In:
• Diesel Fuel Injection Pump Repair • Injector Repair
• Smoke Inspection (NEA/STA/VICOM)
• Vehicle ECU Diagnosis • General Service Of Vehicle
• Turbocharger Repair • Starter & Alternator Repair

Our Facilities
We are proud to be the first company to undertake common-rail supply pump repair facilities before
the Euro 4 Emission enforcement by Singapore government.

Clean Room

Epoxy Flooring

Hepa Filter Clean Room Facilities - Common-rail supply pump repair with a filtration standard of 2 micron.

Testing Facilities

Products

Inline

HP0

VE Fuel Pump

HP2

V3 Fuel Pump

HP4

V4 Fuel Pump

Injector

Alternator

HP3

Starter Motor

V5P

Turbocharger

Headquarter
Blk 20 Sin Ming Industrial Estate Sec A #01-18 S’pore 575678
Tel: (65) 6453 6656
Fax: (65) 6453 6085
New Outlet
101, Woodland Industrial Park E5 S757522
Email: sales@autodieselturbo.com Web: www.autodieselturbo.com
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Fit for a

i.C.E.

in - car entertainment special

KING

Compact yet composed, a
stunning piece of art that is
fit for royalty
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ICE NEWS

Award Winning
Alpine was awarded the “Innovations
Design and Engineering Award” for
the In-Vehicle Audio/Video category
at the recent Consumer Electronics
Show (CES) 2011, held in Texas, for its
latest X-Power Digital Amp, the MRXV60, and in the In-Vehicle Control/OEM
Integration category, the PXA-H800
IMPRINT Digital Sound Processor.

The pride of Alpine's most exciting
line-up yet, these prestigious awards
are given only to the most innovative
consumer electric products with
superior technological advances and
design that are selected by a panel of
designers, engineers and members of
the trade press continually since 1976.
Be amazed.

Rock
Out

With more than 50 new products
launched at the recent CES for its
2011 line-up, it’s Rockford Fosgate’s
amplifiers that may just be the most
exciting products this time round.
With two new AD amplifier models
added to its Power series, best
known for its commanding sound in a

UP

small chassis design, the brand new
T600 and T1000 models deliver the
same quality as the other models in
the Power series, but are available in
a more affordable package, proving
once and for all that great design and
bold engineering do not have to be
mutually exclusive and exist together.

Kicking It A Notch
Kenwood has recently unveiled a
broad range of models that range
from traditional single-din units as
well as double-din navigation devices
that are ready to take the world by
storm for its 2011 line-up.
Deciding to take a similar route to

both Sony and Pioneer, Kenwood
has created the DNX9980HD flagship
navigation unit that features both
iPhone integration as well as other
key features like a 6.95-inch WVGA
motorized screen, voice regonition,
HD radio and a 5.1 channel surround
sound processor with DTA control.

Enhancing
The

Automotive

Environment
The latest products launched by Pioneer
are designed to deliver exceptional
audio and video quality, portable device
connectivity and enhanced convenience
to the automotive environment. Consisting
of the Pioneer AVH-P5350DVD, the
AVHP4350DVD, the AVH-2350DVD and
the AVH-P3350BT, all four models come

with an innovative user interface that
makes direction simple, convenient and
effective. It's time to embrace a much
more inspiried drive.
The AVH-P4350DVD is already available
for sale with the rest of models available
in the coming weeks.
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ICE Car

Modifying your car can be somewhat
of a whirlwind adventure for some.
Just ask Edmund, the proud owner
of this elegant Honda Fit. What began
first as a quest to achieve more power
turned into a brand new adventure
for Edmund, who realized that just
improving the power wasn’t enough.
Though the Honda Fit doesn’t have as
much space as say a sedan or SUV,
Edmund was nonetheless attracted
to the Fit’s excellent fuel consumption
and the amount of boot and leg space
even with a full load. “After I received
my car, I went to boost my Fit’s
performance, but after some time, I
realised I was lacking something and I
wasn’t really satisfied. I knew I needed
something that would prove to be
visually spectacular,” says Edmund.
So what he did next was to actually
browse through a couple of Japanese
motoring magazines for some
inspiration on how he could achieve
his dream. “The stuff you find on
Japanese magazines are really
amazing. I was so inspired by it that I
started to paste crystals on my car. I
even bought a few items from Garson
and Junction products.
But even that wasn’t enough to
quench Edmund’s voracious appetite.
To achieve his dreams, Edmund had to
source around for a reputable installer
that could match his vision with high
quality workmanship for it to succeed.
“The search wasn’t easy I can tell
you. I searched high and low, and got
either quotations that were way too
high, or workshops that lacked the
confidence to fulfil my expectations.
It all seemed pointless, until I paid a
visit to ADK. A reasonable price and

the confidence of the installer led me
to commission them to work on my
car. And that’s the end result,” beams
Edmund happily.
And the Fit is truly a sight to behold.
Featuring customized lighting, a rewrapped upholstery, a boot ice set
up, rear centre console, a fully redone
engine bay and sporting tons of
Garson products, and that’s only the
interior. The outward appearance of
this fit is further enhanced by a Damd
Inc. bodykit that accentuates the
large 18” dad dolci rims. Also, plenty
of HID. “I especially like the lighting
and the centre rear console. In fact,
one of the highlights is the quality of
centre console that just makes a big
difference to the interior. The ambience
is special,” Edmund explains.
And lest we forget, Edmund is also
quick to remind us that with all the
cosmetic ‘surgery’ done, he also had
to increase the power to deal with all
the additional weight that came with it.
Gone are the throttle body, air intake
and the stock brake pads, making
way for a host of after market parts.
After everthing’s been said, Edmund
finds a huge sense of satisfaction
know that going on a ride is anything
but normal. And this definitely isn’t the
end of the line for his beloved Fit.
“I’ll probably be trying to do up the
stance of my car, maybe add an air
suspension, or even respray the car
to pearl pink with pink and white
upholstery. But most of all, I’d like to
have a fish tank in there someday.
It would be perfect for the water
systems I already have in place,"
finishes Edmund. Fish. Who’d have
ever thought it would be fish.

The highlight and rightfully so.

Check out the bling!

It’s all about details.

Passengers get all the fun!

Fast Facts: HONDA FIT
PERFORMANCE

Stainless Steel Air Filter, Stainless Steel,
Brake Hose, Performance Brake Pad
Bored throttle body, Pivot stabilizer with
grounding wires, Brake booster, Drift
Racing Coilover, Upgraded Brake Rotors

EXTERIOR
That’s what you call entertainment!

Full Damd Inc. Bodykit with customized
fog lamps, Dad Dolci 18” rims, Chrome
Handles & Door trimmings, Welded
exhaust tip, Imported rear taillights, Dad
Dloci front & back number plate frames
H.I.D 8k headlights, Pink H.I.D Fog
Lamps, Original Dad emblems,
Customized side signal lam with Dad
emblem, Door Handle lights,
Undercarriage pink L.E.D lights with 48
patterns, Flashing strobe white L.E.D
lights

ENGINE BAY

Photographer Clement Tan / www.clemtan.com

Recustomised engine bay with hidden
battery and sprayed white white pink
L.E.D lights.

The FUll ICE

EXPERIENCE

Compact yet composed, this Honda Fit is proof that all it takes is planning and the creativity to turn
a normal hatchback into a stunning piece of art that is fit for royalty.
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I.C.E

1. IVA-W520E

A versatile AV head unit that provides complete
media centre capabilities through an effortless
touch-screen control, the Alpine IVA-W520E is a
full featured 2-DIN solution to all your entertainment
needs. With a colourful selective display, full USB
support for your iPod, iPhone and other storage
devices, all your favourite music and videos is but
a 7-inch WVGA monitor away at your convenience.
Darren Auto – 6567 2726

2. Vision Head-Unit

Unlike certain cars that come with an easily
replaceable factory-fitted head-unit, the ones found
in Hyundai’s Tucson I35 (2010) don’t offer you that
flexibility. But that’s not to say you can’t swap out
the original for a better and more powerful one. With
Vision’s head-unit that comes customized specially
for the Tucson, you get to enjoy DVD, VCD, MP3,
MPEG4, WMA and JPEG playback as well as USB/
SD support. Autoform – 6294 5500

4. Audison AV X5

Featuring an exclusive Triple
Wave surround profile and
made with specially selected
materials that provide full
linearity as well as a reliable
performance, the X5 speaker
from Audison represents the
latest in sound technology.
With a radial venting system
that ensures high thermal
capability, and an extremely
lightweight CCAW voice coil,
you can expect good vibes and
music all the time.
In-Phone – 6382 2262

5. Vision Head-Unit

This specially designed headunit that has been customised
to fit the Kia Cerato Forte.
Built with a large 7” DVD
touchscreen that can support
DVD, VCD,MP3, MPEG4/
WMA formats and more, it is
also capable of playing music
and watching videos while
you’re navigating with the
GPS. Not only is this headunit an addition to your ride it
will help to make driving a joy
once again.
Autoform – 6294 5500

3. Ultimate Iridium

Purpose-built for sound quality, the Iridium 6.3 is
a three-way component system that is composed
of a 1.1-inch tweeter, a 3-inch dome and a 6.5inch woofer. Designed to win competitions singlehandedly, the Iridium is a serious choice of system
for audiophiles that features an amazing tonal
quality, has impressive imaging and staging, and is
highly flexible, perfect for the mid-range.
MasterQ – 8376 3432

CRANK UP YOUR VOLUME
Make yourself heard with all the latest innovations from around the globe
8. Monitor Precision

6. Audison AV K5

With a specially designed
crossover that shapes the
acoustic response of the
K5, you’ll be able to achieve
a consistent, harmonious
sound in your ride with the
K5 by Audison. Together
with a Tetolon dome for low
mass and resonance-free
tweeter and a woofer with an
“open-air” design, what you
have is a unique system that
will provide you with superior
aural performance every time.
In-Phone – 6382 2262

7. DEX-P99RS

Probably one of the nicest, if not the most elegant looking
head units ever placed on the market by Pioneer, the DEXP99RS is a 31-band digital equalizer that is adjustable for
multiple set ups, that also has an auto time alignment count
that allows for perfect synchronization. Built for maximum
connectivity and flexibility, this is one head unit that looks
good, and sounds awesome to boot.
www.pioneer.com.sg
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Monitor Precision’s M3 features a 6.5” woofer with a
3” mid-range, 28mm tweeter and a 3-way crossover
component. Undeniably powerful and robust,
the M3 has managed to skilfully combine quality,
performance, reliability and not to mention, an artful
design into one ingenious package. And thanks to
the flexibility it possesses, the M3 is one nifty gadget
that will fulfil your aural needs wonderfully.
Amici – 6560 1296

9. Centre Speakers

Offering much more than its glossy good looks, this
centre speaker by Borchmann is fitted with a soft
dome tweer and twin woofers that keep the sound
quality smooth, detailed and crisp. Built with an
infinite baffle cabinet construction, you can expect a
tight and precise bass response. After all, the key to
having an enjoyable drive, especially long commutes
to work, is having only the best speakers out there.
Far East – 9626 9092

10. Clarion VX709A

A 2-DIN DVD Multimedia station that represents
the latest in digital media, Clarion’s VX709A
has one of the best systems out in the market
that will maximise the potential in your car. With
USB direct connection, enjoy all your favourite
movies and music on a large 7-inch touch
screen, with a 2-Zone entertainment system,
you’ll never have to worry about interference
with your passengers. www.clarion.com.sg

REVIEWS

1. Sony DSX-S100
Say goodbye to messy wires that hinder movement
and make your car look cluttered with the DSX-S100
digital media receiver. A digital receiver unlike others,
the DSX-S100 features an integrated Tune Tray that
is intelligently designed to securely store your iPod
or Walkman MP3 or any other media player neatly
within the receiver; removing any loose wires. It
even comes with a built-in reminder alert to ensure
you never leave your device behind,
And we haven’t even started on what it can do.
Capable of delivering 52 watts of peak power
to all four speakers and DSO and EQ3 stage,
the DSX-S100 allows you to adjust the mix for a
dynamic sound experience.
Being satellite radio/HD Radio ready allows it to
integrate seamlessly so that you can receive the
best of both worlds. A 2-line fluorescent LCD
display feature displays meta-data like song title,
artist and track number on the front, making it easy
to read song information.

portable audio device to your car’s sound system,
giving you endless options should you require.
What’s more, with a built-in ZAPPIN function
that allows you to play 6, 9 or 30-second
clips of your music, you can now
find the song you want with ease.
With all the space saving and
nifty functions it possess,
the DSX-S100 is one
cool media receiver
that does exactly
everything it
says it can,
better. Best
of all, you’ll
now have
the space
to save the
cup holder
for your drink.
www.sony.com.sg

Also, the front auxiliary with the USB 1-wire input
gives you the flexibility to connect almost any

PUSHING

BOUNDARIES
Push the tempo and take your party on the road
with these aurally powerful systems

2. Audison SR Series
Long considered one of the best names available on
the market, Audison has once again delighted car
audiophiles with its brand new SR series. Built for
the enthusiast who is focused all about quality, the
SR series features five products that are all designed
and built to the highest standards possible.
Possessing a perfect balance of size, versatility,
power and sound quality in each of the five models.
Firstly, we have the SR1D, a compact mono digital
amplifier that is designed with a fully configurable
by-pass crossover and PRE OUT coming from the
hi-level speaker inputs, making it the perfect piece
to drive a subwoofer in an OEM factory upgraded
system.
As for the SR1Dk, you get another powerful mono
Digital amplifier that represents the maximum
expandability in terms of power and configuration
capability.
What differs is that the SR1Dk comes with an ability
to operate in “cascade” mode that can link many
different amplifiers together, making its extreme
versatility a premium product worth having.
The SR2 comes across as the most powerful
amongst the SR series. Built with a DYNAB stereo
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amplifier that’s perfect to drive front speakers,
it is well suited to function together with mono
subwoofers or Mid-Hi front in multi channel speaker
systems.
Now we come to the SR4, a four-channel DYNAB
amplifier, that offers Front/Rear, Front/Sub or as part
of a multi-channel system with fully configurable,
by-passable crossover sections.
And finally the SR5, a DYNAB five-channel single
amplifier system solution where having high power
and versatility counts. Thanks to its extended range
of the crossover section, this makes the SR5 highly
viable across endless system designs.
In-Phone – 6382 2262

MITSUBISHI LANCER EX

TOYOTA CAMRY

NEW!!
8” LCD

$899

$899
• PLAY MUSIC AND VIDEO WHILE NAVI • DVD/VCD/CD/MP3/MPEG4/CD-R/WMA/JPEG PLAY BACK
• DVB-T BOX (OPTIONAL) • USB/SD SUPPORTED • GPS READY • 8” DVD FULL TOUCH SCREEN
OPERATION • BLUETOOTH WITH A2DP FUNCTION • IPOD / IPHONE SUPPORTED
• STEERING WHEEL CONTROL SMART MATCH (OPTIONAL)

No Wire
Cutting Needed

$899

$899

$899

$899

$899

$899

$899

MAZDA 3
2005

MAZDA 5
2009

SUZUKI
SWIFT

SUZUKI
VITARA

SUZUKI
SX4

TOYOTA
UNIVERSAL

TUCSON I35
2010

ASIA PACIFIC SOLE DISTRIBUTOR

33 Ubi Avenue 3 #01-03 Vertex, Singapore 408868
Tel: (65) 6294 5500 Fax: (65) 6634 0668
Email: aesale@singnet.com.sg www.autoform.com.sg

VERTEX

We are here!!

UBI AVE 3
TP

FRONTIER
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ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE CAN BE YOURS!

Nashin Brake System

• Mono Block Design High Strength And Lighter
• Hard Coating On Surface To Prevent Wear
And Withstand High Temperature
• 1 Year Warranty Of Calipers Against Manufacturing Defects.
• Special Pistons To Provide Highly Sensitive
Braking And Liner Braking Performance
• Brake Pads Design To Lower Vibration And
Increase Stability In High Speed Braking
• High Precision 3D CNC Machining

AVAILABLE FOR MOST MODELS!

COLORS AVAILABLE:

ATTRACTIVE RIM PACKAGES FROM 15” TO 20” TO CHOOSE!!
BE SPOILT FOR CHOICES!!
15”
16”
17”
18”
19”
20”

$688
$888
$1088
$1388
Special $$
Special $$

Project U
Super Lock Nuts
At $130, (up $170)
With Every Set Of
Rim Purchased

All Prices Include GST & Before Trade-In. With Any Set Purchase FREE:

• Lifetime Purchase Repair		
• Chrome Tubeless Sleeve Valve		
• Off Wheel Balancing
• Gunk Wheel Cleaner		
• Tyre Rotation & Balancing for Every 10,000km

COILOVER & LOWERING SPRINGS AVAILABLE FOR ALL CAR MODELS!!
FROM

FROM

$1, 200

$350

FREE ALIGNMENT FOR PURCHASE OF COILOVER OR LOWERING SPRING
SERVICING PACKAGES - FREE Checking Of Your Precious Vehicle When You Service Your Car With Us!
$178

MUGEN REV-R

$188

MOTUL

$108

CUSCO

SHELL HELIX ULTRA

Coolant Flush

ATF Flush

Coolant Flush will
enhanced coolant
flow and prevents
overheating and
corrode of the
metal parts.

ATF flushing eplaces
old worn-out automatic
transmission fluid (ATF)
with fresh new fluid to
prolong the life of the
transmission.

Denso Iridim Plug

Oil Filter

Brake Pad

$108

Mintex Brake Pad

$128

X-REV

$138

OWS NA RACING

$138

MOBIL 1 GOLD

Throttlebody
Washing Service
Removes contamination that
builds up over long periods
of use. Expect smooth airflow,
increased power and torque
after a good throttle body wash!

Fuel Filter

Air FIlter

Present this Coupon and get
$50 OFF from our servicing packages.

$50
OFF

• Includes Oil Filter
• FREE 12 Points Check
* Terms & Conditions Apply
Not Exchangeable For Cash
One Coupon Per Purchase
Valid Till 28th Feb 2011

Air Con Servicing & Repairs
Proper servicing of Air Condition
systems to ensure the cooling system
is working in good conditions.
• General Repairs • Top Up Refrigerant •
Washing of Air Con Systems • Changing
of Coolant Hose • Detect Leakage •
Replacement of Air Con Parts

Air Con Filter

Sonax Flush

Motor Flush

Coolant

CHUAN LEE HIN TYRES TRADING One Stop
Auto Services Centre

50, Bukit Batok St. 23, #02-01 Midview Building Singapore 659578
Tel: 6862 6818 Fax: 6862 6828
We Specialize • Air-Con • Servicing and Repair • Car Stereo • Car Accessories • Sport Rims and Tyres

Operating Hour: Mon-Sat: 8.30am - 6.30pm Close on Sunday & public Holidays

0% Interest Installment Plan Avaliable
* Conditions Appky

WHEELS

Spoilt For Choice

Pick of the Month

No matter what you’re looking for, there’s something for everyone here at
Chuan Lee Hin Tyres Trading.

Model: KR206
Size: 17 x 7 & 18 x 8 – 5 x 100/114.3
Colour options:
Matt Black with red trimming
Available at JT Global

Model: KR626
Size: 17 x 7 & 18 x 8 – 5 x 100/114.3
Colour options:
Hyper Silver
Availableat JT Global

Don’t be mistaken. Chuan Lee Hin
Tyres Trading doesn’t just do tyres.
In fact, they’re involved in everything
and anything that is car-related. While
Chuan Lee Hin began life as a business
that dealt solely in the import and
exporting of tyres, a maturing industry
and the desire to offer much more to its
customers is what led them to evolve
over the years and become the giants
they are today.
Knowing that today’s customers are
more well-informed and demanding,
Chuan Lee Hin has set out to remain
viable in this highly competitive market
by moving and improving with the
times.
By providing a one-stop “one-thespot” auto service for a complete
line of quality tires, auto services and
performance parts that cater to a wide
variety of vehicles that range from
family hatchbacks to super cars like
Porsches and Ferraris, Chuan Lee
Hin has managed to retain its pool of
faithful customers who swear by their
service.

They even have a specially
imported foam that helps to
flush and clean the cooling
coil of your car, which helps to
rid all musky smells and even
restores the cooling efficiency
of your air-conditioner unit.

Being a tyre specialist first and
foremost, you can expect a wide
selection tyres and wheels that can
be viewed adorned on a
specially designed “wheel
wall” that includes big names
like OZ Racing, Advanti,
Rays Engineering, Michelin,
Bridgestone,
Yokohama,
Pirelli, Dunlop and more.
And to keep customers
happy and to expand their
operations,
Chuan
Lee
Hin’s one-stop centre at
Bukit Batok underwent an
extensive makeover so as
to accommodate their evergrowing
customer
base
and to offer even more services and
products.
If tyres are not what you’re looking
for, you will be delighted to find a
wide range of competitively priced
packages such as a 12-point general
car maintenance package that allows
you to choose the engine oil you prefer
from a selection. Machine-flushing as
well as replenishment of transmission
fluids and coolants are another feature
of Chuan Lee Hin.

Or if you’re after high
performance
suspension,
handling
and
dress-up
components, the showroom is
also stocked with top brands
like Tein, Pivot, Defi, Apexi and
HKS. Over in the workshop,
you’ll find a state-of-the-art, fully
computerised alignment machine to

Model: Enkei RP 05
Size: 17 x 8 – 5 x 100/114.3
Colour options:
Silver
Available at Chuan Lee Hin

Model: Enkei RS 05
Size: 16 x 7 – 4 x 100
Colour options:
Black Chrome
Available at Chuan Lee Hin

help you diagnose any problems and
faults you might have.
And should you have any questions to
ask, a dedicated team of technicians
are on hand to advise to ensure that
you can make only the best and
most informed choices before it’s
professionally installed on your car.
Chuan Lee Hin Tyres Trading is located
at 50 Bukit Batok St 23, Midview
Building, #02-01, Singapore 659578.
Call 6896 8986 for more information.

Model: SSW 154
Size: 16 x 7 – 4 x 100
Colour options:
Black Chrome
Available at Chuan Lee Hin
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Feature Car

Pint-Sized Powerhouse

It took two years to be ready, but it was well worth the wait. Check out the “Rolls Royce” of the 1-litre
car category that routinely eats up cars bigger than it for a snack, the Nissan March Turbo.
Fast Facts: 1996 Nissan
March k11(1.3 Turbo)
Engine

1.3 Litre DOHC engine (complete),
K&N air filter, Fuel regulator, Oil catch
tank, Double row Nissan radiator, HKS
turbo heat shield, TD04 Turbo, Custom
Turbo Kit, SR20 fuel rails and injectors,
Custom ignition coils, Nismo Engine
mountings, Billion radiator hose
EVO fuel pump

ECU

Vipec , Dyno Tuned

Gearbox

1.3 gearbox, Customs double springs
clutch cover, 3 point racing clutch,
Nismo LSD

Interior

A nippy little ride that will leave you slack-jawed.

Winning and glory were the only things
Johnny Wong, a Team Yokohama
driver, had in mind as he pulled out all
the big guns and spared no resources
for this pint-sized dynamo. While the
Nissan March might come across as
a more sedate, family car than a track
powerhouse, it was the right fit for the
various autotests and auto-gymkhana
competitions Johnny took part in.

A relatively uncluttered interior

“Making tight turns is pretty crucial,
and this Nissan March Turbo has a
small turning radius that is best suited
for it. Also, even before modification,
this baby is agile enough and can
perform stunts like reverse flicks and
handbrake turns easily!” explains
Johnny.

Get The right mix.

brought his little dynamo to the good
folks at UM2 Performance for the
ECU tuning (a stand alone VIPEC
ECU), while Jeep Chee took care of
the mandrel bent exhaust system as
well as other mechanical parts.
And it’s at this stage where we’re
talking about the mods that Johnny
gets all excited. “It actually took me
some time to decide how I wanted
the front bumper and bonnet to look
and work. After much consideration,
I decided to add an aftermarket ARC
WRX air scoop on the bonnet to vent
hot air from the engine. We added
two small pockets and a mesh grille
to allow for more air for the intercooler
as well,” enthuses Johnny.
A quick glance in the engine bay
reinforces the work that has been

AP Racing to the stopping power!

Brakes
4 Pot bbk

Exterior

Nismo roof Spoiler, Nismo rear bumper
valence, ARC bonnet scoop, New JDM
headlight, Honda Fit side skirts, Bumper
Air vents, Clear Dome signal light, JDM
Rear number plate cover

Chassis

Superplastic steel weld engine bay and
under carriage, Underbrace

Suspension

Advance coil over

Exhaust system

Mandrel bend exhaust system, JDM
sports muffler

Making full use of safe.

the clutch to increase the grip and
sourced a 4-Pot Big Brake Kit as
well. All this, in addition with other
accessories like the Defi Meters, boost
controllers, etc all helped to make this
Nissan March Turbo into the winning
car it is today. It’s no wonder it took
all of two years before it was deemed
ready enough for competitions.
And competitions is what Johnny
thrives for. The proud winner of “The
fastest 2-wheel drive’ Turbo category,
Johnny goes on to explain that the
only way to experience the mods is to
be in the car yourself. It’s lightweight,
has the power to beat bigger cars,
and the handling is top notch, what
with all the suspension changes and
braces we added,” says Johnny.

Now that’s what you called modded.

With the ideal car selected, Johnny
spared no expense and went to
the best people in the business to
get everything done. Wanting the
outlook of his Nissan March Turbo to
be tastefully done, with power and
handling the main priority, Johnny

done there. With the engine bay
and undercarriage epoxy welded
to strengthen the chassis, a bigger
engine was added and secured with
Nismo mountings. A customised turbo
kit with an S20 fuel rail and injector, an
Evo 8 fuel pump, as well as specially
tuned sparkplugs, were all added to
support combustion and give it the
necessary power it required.
And that’s not all. Besides going
through two different LSDs before
Johnny settled on a Nismo LSD, he
also approached GTR to customise

RX-R bucket seats, rear seats and
upholstery, Nismo speedometer, Honda
Type R glove boot, Nismo gearknob
Momo steering wheel, Cusco fly off
button on handbrake, S15 handbrake
level, K&N airfuel monitor, Customed
centre strut bar below rear passenger
seat, Rear window strut bar, Roof strut
bar, Defi gauges

If you’re wondering what Johnny is

Bucket seats to keep you in place.

going to be doing next, you’ll be in
for a pleasant surprise. “This Nissan
march really has it all. I’m actually
putting it for sale and am eager to see
who the next lucky owner will be,”
adds Johnny with a wink.
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SHOP

A Passion For

Performance

From working out of their ‘mobile’ office when they first started, to the
spacious showroom they now enjoy, McWell Ventures has always been about
delivering the best products to keep customers satisfied.

You might find it hard to believe that
a giant like McWell Ventures once
started out as little more than a minor
distributor of performance parts,
peddling their wares out of the back of
their 9-year old van in car park spaces
along Paya Lebar back in 2000. But
what drove McWell to succeed, where
most might have just given up, is the
hard work, desire and passion to make
what they believe in work for them.

in the department of accessories,
lightings, body kits, servicing and
maintenance, and most importantly,
bolt-on performance. With such a
wide range of products sharing wall
and shelf space, McWell imports 90%
of the goods directly from the factories
and have become the stockists
for most of the products sold.

And success has certainly arrived in
a big way for McWell, in the form of
an 11,000sq ft facility which houses
their own state of the art alignment
and roller dynamometer machine
located in Paya Ubi. Since they
first moved into Paya Ubi in 2001,
McWell has continuously strove to
carry only the newest and most
innovative products that are usually
an industry first amongst their aisles.

Apart from the plethora of goods
available, perhaps McWell’s most well
known strength has been its bolton street performance. With years
of studying the market and a wide
network for sourcing, customers
enjoy an impressive product range
that includes high quality urethane
body kits, lightings that are all cost
effective. Backed up with a dedicated
team of sales and service staff that
are trained to help and advice,
you’ll certainly be in safe hands.

McWell’s strength has always been

While others might be content with the

already amazing achievements McWell
has garnered over the years, McWell
aren’t just ready to sit back and take
it easy. Instead, they’re planning to
maintain their market leader status by
increasing their burgeoning showroom,
to include parts for continental cars
like Volkswagen, Audi, BMW and
Mercedes. Also, with the track due
to be ready, McWell has started to
keep a close eye on the progress,
which means that we can expect
even bigger things to come in time.
McWell Ventures Pte Ltd is located
at 51 Ubi Ave 1, #01-05/06,
Paya Ubi Industrial Park,
Singapore 408933.
Call 6844 4640 or 9838 7743 for
more information or visit
http://www.mcwellventures.com
Operation hours:
10.30am – 7.30pm (Mon – Sat)
11am – 6pm (Sun)
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Continental Car Performance & Tuning Package
Audi

BMW

Dimsport ECU Upgrade

DIMSPORT
ECU
UPGRADE
(ITALY)

+

VW

Pivot 3 Drive Throttle Controller

PIVOT
3 DRIVE
THROTTLE
CONTROLLER
(JAPAN)

+

K&N Replacement Filter

Power
20%
=
Gain

K&N
SPORTS
FILTER
(USA)

up to

$1600 (price subject to GST)

PERFORMANCE & TUNING

Autobahn
Intercooler Kit

ATP Turbo Kit

Dimsport Custom
Flash Tuning

Pivot 3 Drive
Flat Throttle
Controller

SUSPENSION

KW Lowering Spring

Pivot XV-VW Gauge
(Blue or White LED)

•Water Temp • Oil Temp • Boost

K&N Typhoon Kit

K&N 57S

BIG BRAKE KIT

KW Suspension

BODYKIT

Silver’s
Suspension

AP Racing 4 Pot
330mm

AP Racing 6 Pot
345/356/362mm

CARBON FIBRE
Golf 5 A Style

EXZESS 4 Pot
330/345mm

Volkswagen
Golf 5 / Jetta
Golf / Scirocco
Carbon Fibre Spoiler

Golf A Style

Headlamp

Taillamp

JDM Black

JDM Black

Volkswagen
Golf 6
Clear

Golf 6 V Style

Golf 5
Carbon Bonnet

Mcwell Ventures Pte Ltd

Rear Upgrade Kit
330mm

HEAD/TAIL LAMP WITH DRL

Golf 5/6 GTi / Jetta
Carbon Front Lip

Front Grille

K&N Filter

Golf 6
Carbon Bonnet

Red

Volkswagen
Scirocco

0% INTEREST
FREE

51 Ubi Ave 1#01-05/06 Paya Ubi Industrial Park S408933
I n s t a l l a tio n Plan
Ov e r 6 Mon t hs O r 12 M o n th s*
Tel: (65) 6844 4640 / 9838 7743 Fax: (65) 6844 4641
* Te r ms & Co nditions Apply
Operation hours: 10.30am-7.30pm (Mon-Sat), 11am-6pm (Sun)
Website: www.mcwellventures.com Email:international@mcwellventures.com

JDM Black

Red

SHOP

under

One Roof

Dedicated to give customers only their undivided attention, it’s not surprising that
Sung Beng Auto Pte Ltd has enjoyed tremendous growth over the years.

With more than 40 years of experience
in the automobile industry, Sung
Beng Auto Pte Ltd has grown into an
established and recognised
brand that is renowned for its
services and quality all located
under one roof.

you say. Well, apart from the usual
car accessories, tyres and rims,
servicing, amongst others, Sung

But perhaps the most heartening bit
is that Sung Beng’s successor, Mr
Frankie Tan, is continuing to lead and
drive the family business
Sung Beng Auto Pte Ltd
with the same desire
and dedication that his
father, Mr Tan San Beng,
once did. Inspired by his
father’s aspirations, Mr
Frankie Tan has been
awarded 2011 Successful
Entrepreneur
this year
and striving to maintain
that only the highest
quality products and the
quality of services being
rendered are top-notch,
so that customers will
enjoy a truly unforgettable
experience at Sung Beng.

Beng has long been known for its
performance upgrades & ECU tuning,
aesthetics enhancements and in-carentertainment installations too. But
that’s not all. You can even expect
miscellaneous services like 24hrs
towing, accident claims, engine/
gearbox, overhaul/repair, computer
diagnostic scan, spray painting, aircon services, grooming and even car
sales & rentals all at Sung Beng!

Sung Beng Auto Pte Ltd has
consolidated
previous
branches
into 1 complete stop Automotive
Services Centre with a dedicated
team of qualified & experienced
mechanics & administration which
is now conveniently located beside
MacPherson MRT, exit PIE Paya
Lebar, No: 342 Circuit Road, Swee
Hong Building, Singapore 379494.
Call 9272 4879 for more information.

Set up in 1969, Sung Beng
Auto Pte Ltd, or Sung Beng
Auto Trading Co as it was
known then, was located at
Sims Avenue, specialising in
the automobile servicing trade.
And since then, Sung Beng
has undergone a process
of revitalising and upgrading
of the various products and
services it offers.
With the opening of a
workshop back in 2009,
located at Circuit Road, Sung Beng
Auto Pte Ltd has grown into a more
complete outfit, a welcoming sign to
the ever growing list of customers.
With over 8,000 square feet of space
in two units and ample parking to be
found nearby, customers can visit
Sung Beng to truly enjoy a one-stop
shop of automobile services.
And just what are these services
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w

Decarbonize

Alarm / HID / LED

Polish/Grooming

Maintenance

Flushing

Intake Filters

Battery/ Alternator

Transmission

Performance

Engine Servicing
Accessories

Panel Beating

Sound Proofing
+
-

Audio

Diagnostic Scan

Computerised ECU
Tunning/Exhaust

Breakdown

Spray Painting
Body Kits

Top-Up Gas

Insurance Claim
LTA Inspection

8189 0680

Car Rental

Repair/Checks

Nitrogen Refill

24hrs Towing
Accident

Air-Con Service
Balancing

Alignment

Tyres/Sports Rim

Overhaul/Repair

SAVE YOUR TIME IN OUR 1 STOP SERVICING CENTRE. FREE AMPLE PARKING!
New/Used
Trade-In Welcome

AT T R A C T I V E R I M S

& T Y R E S PA C K A G E S 1 5 ” T O 2 0 ”

2011
CNY PROMOTION
*FREE Nitrogen
Refill, Lifetime
Puncture Repair,
Rotation,
Tyre Shine

FASTER PICK-UP & ACCELERATION! FUEL EFFICIENCY!

Non-Electronic
& Electronic
Throttle
Available

VISIT OUR LIVE DEMO
TESTED! PROVEN!

PICK UP POWER UP SLOPE & OVERTAKING,QUIETER,SMOOTHER,CLEANER ENGINE

INSTALL NOW & FEEL THE INSTANT DIFFERENCE! GUARANTEE EFFECT!
INTRODUCING NEW VIOLENCE

V Throttle
DRIVE
II
Controller

Normal (nor)

Economy (Ec1~5)

Sport (SP1~7)

NS
UTTO

!

Voltage

Slim
• Our products will not void warranty & does not interfere any original ECU settings or after NEW 3 B
Compact Sleek
market additional ECU upgrades e.g. Unichip, ECU refresh enhances softwares (transferable)

• Safety Acceleration Control
(Electronic Throttle)
• Sport (SP1-7)
• Economy (EC1-5)
• Normal (NOR)
• Mode Switching Memory
• Volt

1 YEAR WARRANTY

WITH SECURITY CODE
SEAL PROTECTION

VIOLENCE VSD IV

18 VOLTS SPARKS

CDI - CAPACITOR DISCHARGE IGNITION

SPARK EXTENSION

ADJUSTABLE CONTROLLER
FOR ALL ENGINES

12V

Transferable

15.8V

18.8V

NEW
VERSION

Available for: Alfa, Audi,
BMW, Chevrolet, Chery,
Honda, Suzuki, Toyota,
Kia, Hyundai, Mitsubishi,
Mazda, Mercedes, Lexus,
Subaru, Nissan, Proton,
Peugeot, VW

• Ultimate Combustion
• Power Up / Fuel Efficiency
• Higher Speed, Lower RPM
• Smooth Quiet Cleaner Engine

IMPROVE FUEL EFFICIENCY & RESTORE ENGINE POWER LIKE NEW! THE BEST ENGINE DECARBONIZER SERVICING PACKAGES IN TOWN!
ENGINE OIL / FLUSHING - FREE AGENT POINTS CHECK / PRE-LTA INSPECTION

RACING BRAKE KIT

CALL US FOR MODELS

PERFORMANCE COILOVER

Coilover Series
• Super Sport
• Racing Spec
• Drift Spec
• Gravel Rally
• Tarmac Rally

COOLANT
FLUSH
ATF / CVT
CHANGE
/ FLUSHING

LTA APPROVED EXHAUST AUDIO / SOUND PROOFING

OBD ENGINE
DIAGNOSTIC SCAN

COMBUSTION CHAMBER THROTTLE BODY / INLET
MANIFOLD SERVICING
DECARBONIZER

COVER ALMOST ALL MODELS

UNICHIP VERSION Q

WIDE RANGE BODYKITS

GAUGES

SUNG BENG AUTO (PTE) LTD since 1969 www.sungbeng.com

* 6/12/24 month • 0% Installment Plan
Most banks
342 Circuit Road. Singapore 379494
*Terms &
(Exit PIE Paya Lebar, Swee Hong Building, MacPherson MRT) Conditions Applies

Open Daily / Sun / P.H / Extended Night Operating Hour - Call For Appointment Hotline 9272 4879
Specialised in Continental, Japan, Korean & other makes of cars • Car Air-Con Specialist

FILTER

Macpherson
MRT

We Are
Here!

AZ Bldg

NPC

Macpherson ITE

PI
E

AIR CON
SERVICING
/ REPAIR
/ FLUSH
/ RECOVERY
SERVICES

The New Breed of
XYZ Brake Kits
and Coil Overs System
meets or exceeds most
aftermarket in term of
quality and performance
in today’s OEM
Specifications.
Best for Street, Race, Track, Drift Use
Highly recommended with Professional
Installation Available for most jap & conti model.

Caltex

REVIEWS

Up Close

1. Aero Mesh

2. Xenarc 6000K
Renowned for their outstanding
precision, reliability in operations
and impressive ruggedness, the
Osram Xenarc 6000K Xenon H7
conversion kit is one product that
definitely lives up to its top billing.
What makes the Xenarc different
from conventional halogen lamps
is the technology behind it. Xenarc
uses a light arc between two

electrodes in a microenvironment
of xenon gas and metal halide
salts hermetically sealed in a tiny
quartz capsule. And the result is
you achieve 100% more light than
halogen lamps and a 300% increase
in greater luminous efficiacy. With
a brighter output, drivers can stay
focused longer and react quicker
to any obstacles or dangers.

Anxen – 6795 2737

Designed to fit into most modern
day air-filter boxes, the Aero Mesh
comes in two sizes and sports
a soft and flexible construction,
allowing it to be easily extended
to suit most vehicles. The most
interesting thing about the Aero
Mesh is what it actually does.
For those who aren’t familiar
with Scalar energy, this energy is
abundant in the once thought to

be empty spaces of your engine.
What the Aero Mesh does is that it
captures and transports this Scalar
Energy via the air intake manifold
to the combustion chamber. What
happens then is that this free
energy source will then change
the behaviour or your engine by
making it run smoother, quieter
and become more responsive.

LHN Trading – 9001 1086

3. Spring Stiffener
Like in life, when you begin to lose
that spring in your step, you know
something is wrong. And if you’re
looking to give your beloved ride
back the ‘spring’ it seems to be
lacking, then you might want to
check outo these stiffeners. What
it does is relatively simple. The
spring stiffeners help to restore
spring tension and add on to
the lifespan of your sagging coil
springs. It also helps to protect
Motec – 6265 3558

your shock absorbers, making
your ride a more comfortable one
by reducing the amount of noise
and vibration from your suspension
components. With the ‘spring’
back in your vehicle, you can now
enjoy the enhanced drivability as
well as improved stopping power
it brings. What’s more, its easy to
install and suitable for all different
makes of vehicles.

4. Titanium Exhaust
When it comes to choosing an
exhaust to complement the power
your ride has, you’ll never go wrong
with REMUS. Backed by over 20
years of R&D development, the
REMUS Titanium 2 is one piece of
technology that is built to send all
other exhausts screaming in fear.
Shot-blasted to create surface
compaction for an exclusive

appearance and an increased
performance, the REMUS Titanium
2 is not only lightweight, it also
applies the newest technologies
to offer race exhaust systems for
your car. And lest we forget, the
sound that comes blaring out of
the exhaust is one that speaks
volumes about the quality of the
Wolf head logo it sports.

Chuan Lee Hin – 6862 6818
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CAR CLUB

The 7

th

Generation

With weekly meetings happening consistently for the past 6 years,
2011 proves to be a significant milestone for all members of the
Honda Civic ES Group.

Text & Pictures Courtesy of Honda Civic ES Group

Things never remain the same for
long, especially in a car club. Members
come and go as they made friends,
changed their rides, and moved on
to other car groups. Regardless, our
meetings will always continue. New
blood replaced those who moved on.
The ‘alumni’ would occasionally join in
to chat, or bump as their new groups
happen to meet at the same venue as
the ES group.
We usually meet in small groups,
rarely more than 10 cars at a time,
which allows for intensel engaging
discussions and sharing sessions.
The Honda 7th Generation incarnation
of the Civic, more fondly referred to
as the ES, endured the test of time
and performance disadvantage over
its vastly more powerful brothers. The
members come from all walks of life,
from businessmen to professionals to
managers, technicians, government,
and military sectors, with only the love
for of cars linking everyone up.
And so the misconception that Honda
is a ‘beng’ mobile is quite untrue these
days. With a very active cyber forum
at SHC-forum.com where members
and guests share views, ideas, good

deals, jokes, information, and just
about anything else related to Honda
cars. The forum has even attracted
foreign participation from literally the
other side of the planet – in Trinidad,
Tobago where one member’s ES was
exported to!
Besides meet ups to chat about
the performance and handling
improvements, sharing stories on the
road, you’ll even find a sub-group in
the ES owners’ group who rely on the
humble ES to take on the race track.
Lots more experience sharing and real
handling and performance experience
thus fuelled the meetups.

with various workshops and parts
suppliers.
The ES Groups in Malaysia and
Singapore organises joint Annual
mega meetups annually during the
June holiday period. Families and
friends who have participated are
always left amazed that the ES has
such a large following, especially up
North, where people do not change
cars every 3 years on average.

Regular photo shoots and road trips
up North to join with the Malaysian
ES owner groups ensued.
The
exchange resulted in an expanded
‘brotherhood’ of ES owners who find
it fun, entertaining, and engaging to
be chatting with each other with a
common love for a particular model
Honda.
Many members made it
‘bachelor’s night out’ during meetups
because conversation centred on
the car, its maintenance, aesthetics
and performance enhancements.
Members also shared experiences
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BABE

Hey Miranda, thank you for your
time, its our pleasure to have you
here today. How has life been for
you so far?
Thanks! It’s my pleasure too. Well, my
life has been pretty good so far. I’m
really enjoying what I do right now,
meeting new people and working on
exciting new projects. It’s actually a
dream come true to do what I love and
enjoy all the time!
Tell us more about your latest
work and how you developed your
passion in acting.
My most recent role was guest role in
“Secrets For Sale”, a Channel U mega
drama that is set to premiere on 14
March at 10pm. In it, I play the role of
a model named ‘Cat’ and I played it
against Christopher Lee! Christopher,
by the way, plays the role of a frivolous
photographer. So be sure to catch it!

Art Direction Emily Ng • Photographer Clement Tan / www.clemtan.com • Stylist Shan F.E • Make Up & Hair Angel Gwee Qian Hui • Cover Girl Mirander Wang

I discovered my love for music and
performing at a very young age actually.
I used to sing in a choir and played
many musical instruments like the
piano, guitar and drums. But somehow,
I just knew that my passion really
lay in acting. The idea of becoming a
different person every time I get a script
is fantastic for me. Acting allows me to
portray that feeling, and make that very
character come alive and become real!

All
about
Arts & Craft
If our February babe looks familiar to you,
chances are you’ve seen her on the telly or
at a local theatre production. REV brings you
closer to rising starlet, Miranda Wang, who
has her heart set on perfecting her craft and
joining the ranks of celebrity stardom.
Skirt / Pauline.Ning • Grey Chiffon Top / Studio Tangs
• Accessories / Island Shop
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What’s the difference between
acting in a television production
and on stage?
Well, its more of a connection with
the audience when you’re performing
in a live play. You slowly build up that
connection as you go through the full
arc of the play. As for television, I enjoy
the technical aspects and the various
camera angles and shots that make it
work. With that said, you should never
limit yourself to just one medium.
You have had plenty of experience in
the theatre. Are you enthralled by the
live, raw, emotions on stage?
It’s the thrill really. You can’t get that
acting in front of a camera. Its all about
being able to interact with the audience.
It’s definitely more stressful, but I must
say it’s a nice kind of stress. Like getting
an adrenalin rush.
Can you share with us what your
plans are for the near future?
Right now, I’m really enjoying the
chance to get to do what I love. I’ll
continue to do my best and hopefully,
get the chance to be involved in much
more television productions, plays and
who know, even film one day!
Last but not least, could you share
with us a few words of advice that
have proved invaluable to you over
the years?
It’ll be my pleasure. ‘Life’s a journey,
not a destination. Doing your best at
this very moment puts you in the best
place for the next moment.’ It’s worked
for me so far, so I wish all the readers
the best too!
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